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ABSTRACT

In this work, we measure the hole mobility in the model polymer system poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) by using different measurement
techniques. Our main purpose is to determine how the recently developed charge extraction by a linearly increasing voltage technique for
metal–insulator–metal devices (MIM-CELIV) compares to other commonly used methods, such as space charge limited currents and time-offlight. Our findings suggest that the MIM-CELIV technique gives a slightly lower mobility than the other techniques, which is understandable
given that the method measures the mobility of relaxed charge carriers in the dark unlike, for example, time-of-flight where charge carriers
are photogenerated. In addition, we scrutinize the accuracy and reliability of the techniques used, showing that differences in mobility smaller
than a factor of two are not detectable unless statistics from many devices are available.
© 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0008802., s

I. INTRODUCTION
Organic semiconductors such as polymers and small molecules
hold great potential for future applications in electronic components
and devices. These materials can typically be processed from the
solution, which allows for low-cost and large-scale production technologies such as roll-to-roll printing. One of the main drawbacks
of organic semiconductors is their low charge carrier mobility; in
fact, the performance of many devices, such as transistors and solar
cells, is often limited by the poor charge transport in the semiconductor layers. Therefore, in the field of organic electronics, reliable
characterization of charge transport is important—preferably using
in-device techniques.
The arguably most common technique for determining the
charge carrier mobility is based on space-charge limited currents
(SCLCs).1–15 The SCLC method has the advantage that it can be used
to selectively determine the electron and hole mobility, provided that
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electron-only and hole-only devices (with at least one Ohmic contact) can be made. In the space-charge limited conduction regime,
the current should be proportional to the applied voltage squared;
however, in organic materials, a stronger voltage dependence is often
seen due to trapping or other space-charge effects, which can result
in large errors.7–10,15
Other commonly used in-device techniques are based on
extraction current transients, such as time-of-flight (ToF)16,17 and
photo-induced charge extraction by a linearly increasing voltage
(photo-CELIV).18 These techniques have the advantage that they
can be used on working devices such as solar cells and diodes, and
in addition, the requirements of the contacts are not as strict as
in the case of SCLC. The disadvantage is that since the extracted
charges are photo-generated, both electrons and holes moving in
the bulk will contribute to the overall extraction current, making it
challenging or impossible to resolve electron and hole mobilities
unless thick layers with high absorption coefficients are used.
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CELIV can also be performed in the dark. The original CELIVtheory is derived for a doped device with blocking contacts such that
the built-in voltage is zero or completely canceled out by an offset voltage V OFF , leaving the active layer of the device neutral and
field-free (uniform charge distribution) prior to the application of
the linearly increasing voltage pulse.19 However, most diodes and
solar cells in the field of organic electronics are typically undoped
and have injecting contacts, which is why the CELIV-theory was
recently extended to be valid for any metal–insulator–metal (MIM)type device.20 The extended theory takes into account the fact that
the charge distribution (in the dark) in a MIM-type device with nonblocking contacts is strongly non-uniform due to charges diffusing
into the active layer from the contacts. The charge density is strongly
dependent on the injection barrier, which makes it possible to selectively measure the electron and hole mobilities by varying the work
function of the contacts. In addition, MIM-CELIV allows for the
determination of the effective built-in potential.
Thus far, MIM-CELIV has been used on only a limited number
of material systems,20 and there are no studies where the MIMCELIV technique has been compared with other methods. In this
work, we use MIM-CELIV to determine the hole mobility in the conjugated polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) and compare the results with the mobilities determined using transient and
steady-state SCLC, differential mode ToF, and photo-CELIV. The
measurements are performed on a number of devices in order to
obtain reliable values, and we critically discuss the precision and reliability of each method. The experimental results presented here have
been acquired within the advanced physics course “Transport measurements in disordered materials” held in the spring of 2018 at Åbo
Akademi University.
II. METHODS
Five different methods for mobility measurements are used in
this study, and each one of them is introduced in Secs. II A–II E.
A. Steady-state SCLC
The space-charge limited current theory can be applied to both
steady state (SCLC) and transient (DI-SCLC) measurements. Both
the SCLC and the DI-SCLC techniques require a hole-only or an
electron-only diode, where at least one of the contacts must be
Ohmic for charge injection, i.e., the current is not limited by injection from the contact. The other electrode needs to block the injection of opposite polarity charge carriers. For the contact properties
described above, the current becomes limited by the space-charge
formed in the active layer at high enough applied voltages, when the
current goes from the Ohmic regime at lower voltage to the spacecharge limited regime. This transition happens when the transit time
becomes equal to or smaller than the dielectric relaxation time of the
active layer. The current can then be described by the Mott–Gurney
law as follows:21
9
V2
JSCLC = εε0 μ 3 ,
8
d

(1)

where ε is the relative dielectric constant, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, μ is the electron or hole mobility, V is the applied voltage, and
d is the active layer thickness. Equation (1) is valid for a trap-free
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semiconductor layer and field-independent mobility. This assumption is often not a very good approximation for organic disordered
materials, and deviation from Eq. (1) can often be seen as a consequence of this. However, decoupling different non-idealities, such as
contact limitations, the field dependence of the mobility and traps in
the semiconductor layer, and their impact on the measured current,
is not trivial. The transition from the Ohmic regime to the SCLC
regime can shift to higher voltages due to space-charge effects caused
by, e.g., charge carrier trapping or contact effects.9,10,12
In contrast to many transient measurement techniques, the
steady-state SCLC method is not sensitive to the RC time constant of
the circuit. The RC time is determined by the resistance of the circuit,
R, times the capacitance of the device, C = εε0 × area/d, which can be
controlled by tuning the device area and the thickness of the active
layer. The SCLC method can be used for measuring hole-mobility
and electron mobility separately since it requires hole- or electrononly devices. The technique works well for both thicker and thinner
organic semiconductor samples as long as the dielectric breakdown
is avoided when applying higher voltages.
B. Transient DI-SCLC
For the transient dark injection SCLC (DI-SCLC) technique, a
square shaped voltage pulse is applied in forward bias. The mobility
is determined from a cusp in the transient current response at time
τ DI , when the fastest carriers arrive at the opposite, non-injecting,
contact. This time is given by τ DI = 0.786t tr , where t tr is the transit
time, and the mobility is thereby calculated from7
d2
.
(2)
τDI V
The DI-SCLC technique requires that the transit time is much longer
than the RC time constant of the device and is, therefore, only applicable on relatively thick samples. Otherwise, device requirements are
similar to the steady-state SCLC, although this is a transient technique where some steady-state effects can be avoided (such as spacecharge effects due to trapping or contact effects).22 Using DI-SCLC,
the mobility can be measured selectively in hole- or electron-only
devices.
μ = 0.786

C. ToF
In the ToF technique, a square shaped voltage pulse is applied
in reverse bias of a device with either a diode type configuration or
blocking contacts. During the applied voltage pulse, a light pulse
is used to photogenerate charge carriers in the active layer and the
applied voltage drives the extraction of the photogenerated charge.
A transparent or semi-transparent contact is required for photogeneration. In thick enough devices with strong absorption, one can
approximate charge carriers to be generated as a sheet of charge
at the transparent contact. One charge carrier type is then directly
extracted at the transparent electrode, and the opposite polarity
charge carrier is driven through the active layer by the applied voltage. This method is called differential mode (or current mode) ToF
and requires the transit time to be much longer than the RC time
constant of the circuit. Similar to DI-SCLC, differential mode ToF,
therefore, requires relatively thick samples. In the small charge current regime, when the photogenerated charge Q is much smaller
than the charge that can be stored on the contacts of the sample
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(Q ≪ CU, where C is the capacitance of the device and U is the
applied voltage), the perturbation caused by the photogenerated
charge on the electric field inside the device is negligible. In this
regime, for a non-dispersive constant mobility, a constant current
plateau is observed when the charge carrier package travels through
the active layer.17 At t tr , when the carrier package reaches the opposite contact, a current decrease is observed. The mobility can be
calculated from t tr by
d2
.
(3)
μ=
ttr V
In differential mode ToF, possible errors can arise from an absorption profile reaching into the bulk of the active layer, when surface
generation is assumed, giving generated charge-carriers a shorter
pathway to the extracting electrode. For avoiding this issue, a device
structure with a separate charge generation layer has been demonstrated by Love et al.23 Dispersive transport and a non-uniform field
due to conductive samples are examples of other non-idealities that
can affect the measurements. In the case of conductive samples, it
is important to keep the delay between the applied voltage and the
light pulse shorter than the dielectric relaxation time τ σ = εε0 /eμp,
where p is the charge carrier density. Details on the limitations of
the ToF technique are extensively described in Ref. 24. Since only
one charge carrier type travels through the active layer in the measurement, assuming surface generation, ToF can be used to measure
hole-mobility and electron mobility separately.
In integral mode (or charge mode) ToF, the RC time constant
has to be larger than the transit time, which makes it possible to also
measure thinner devices. In the case of volume generation and by
using the resistant dependent photovoltage (RPV) technique, where
the load resistance is varied going from differential mode ToF at low
load resistance to integral mode ToF at high load resistance, it is
also possible to selectively determine the mobility by observing both
transit times simultaneously.25
D. Photo-CELIV
In photo-CELIV, a linearly increasing voltage pulse is applied
after a light pulse for the extraction of photogenerated charge carriers. A steady-state offset voltage V OFF is used to keep the device close
to flat-band conditions during photogeneration and thereby avoid
extraction of charges during the short delay between the light pulse
and the voltage pulse. The measured current response consists of the
current given by the geometric capacitance of the device j0 = εε0 A/d,
where A is the voltage rise speed, and the time dependent extraction
current of photogenerated carriers Δj(t). The mobility is calculated
from the time when the current reaches its maximum value t max .
For a uniform charge carrier distribution (volume generation), the
mobility is given by
2d2
μ = K2
,
(4)
2
3Atmax
where K is given by
⎤
√ ⎡
⎥
3⎢
1
1
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥,
K=
+
(5)
Δj(t ) ⎥
Δj(t )
2 ⎢
⎢ 6.2(1 + 0.002 j0max ) 1 + 0.12 j0max ⎥
⎣
⎦
as derived by Lorrmann et al.26 Theory for mobility determination
using CELIV was originally derived for a uniform volume distribution or a surface charge distribution and later also extended to an
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absorption profile depending on the optical thickness of the active
layer in the case of Langevin recombination.19,27 The exact distribution of photogenerated charge prior to the extraction voltage is not
known due to diffusion and possibly the drift of charge-carriers during the delay between the light pulse and the voltage pulse; this might
give rise to errors in the mobility determination.
For CELIV, t max must be much longer than the RC time constant of the circuit in order to accurately determine the mobility.
Due to the linearly increasing voltage, there is no initial spike of displacement current in the transient (as in, e.g., transient DI-SCLC)
and photo-CELIV can be conducted on relatively thin samples, such
as organic solar cells. Using photo-CELIV, in the case of volume
generation, only the mobility of the faster charge carrier can be
measured.
E. MIM-CELIV
The CELIV method can also be utilized for mobility measurements in the dark by using the recently developed MIM-CELIV technique.20 A MIM diode structure with at least one injecting contact is
required. A small steady-state offset voltage V OFF < V bi is applied
prior to the linearly increasing voltage. The applied V OFF allows for
charge carriers to diffuse in from the contacts, against the built-in
potential, into the active layer prior to the applied extraction voltage. The current response is similar to the photo-CELIV case, but the
extracted charge carriers have diffused in from the contacts instead
of being generated by a light pulse. It is possible to determine mobility directly from t max of the current transient if V bi is known, which
is rarely the case. However, by varying V OFF , both V bi and μ can be
−2
determined simultaneously by plotting tmax
as a function of V OFF .
The theory then depicts a linear dependence on the offset voltage,
−2
tmax
=

eAμ
(Vbi − VOFF ),
kTd2

(6)

and the charge carrier mobility can be determined from the slope
s of a linear fit μ = skTd2 /eA, whereas V bi is given by the intersection with the horizontal axis of a linear extrapolation.20 The charge
carrier type with higher conductivity dominates the current transient. Conductivity is given by σ = eμp, where p is the charge carrier
density, and the conductivity of electron or holes in the sample can
be tuned by changing the injection barriers at the respective contact and consequently tuning the carrier density. In other words,
the MIM-CELIV method can be used for selectively measuring the
mobility of holes and electrons when the contact properties can be
well-controlled. The same requirements as for photo-CELIV apply
regarding the RC time constant for MIM-CELIV; however, charges
are initially situated closer to the contacts. This results in a slightly
shorter t max , and the measurements are consequently a little bit
more sensitive to RC limitations, but still suitable for relatively thin
devices.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Devices for the mobility measurements were designed and optimized to meet the requirements of each method. Thicknesses and
applied fields were chosen so that a similar field strength to the
one used in the MIM-CELIV measurements could be used in each
method in order to avoid any impact of the field-dependence of the
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FIG. 1. A log–log plot of the measured current as a function of applied voltage. The
SCLC regime is reached at voltages larger than 12 V, where the slope approaches
a value of two. The red line corresponds to the fit to Eq. (1).

mobility in the comparison. The applied field in the CELIV measurements can be approximated from the voltage applied at t max divided
by the active layer thickness.28
The SCLC technique was carried out on hole-only diodes with
the device structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT/Ag. The thickness of
the P3HT layer was roughly d ≈ 1.3 μm. Positive bias was applied
on the ITO/PEDOT:PSS contact in the J–V measurement. The J–V
curve for one of the devices measured is plotted on a log–log scale in
Fig. 1. Equation (1) was used to fit the data at high voltages, where the
current reaches the SCLC regime, and the fit is also plotted in Fig. 1
(red line). An average mobility of 6.0 × 10−5 cm2 /Vs was obtained
from a total of nine measured devices.
The same ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT/Ag diodes as used for the
SCLC measurements were also used for measuring DI-SCLC. A
square shaped voltage pulse with amplitude 5 V was applied on the
ITO/PEDOT:PSS contact. An example of a measured DI-SCLC transient is plotted in Fig. 2. The time τ DI , determined from the cusp in
the transient, when the first carriers arrive at the opposite contact, is
well defined and much longer than the RC time constant. The mobility is calculated using Eq. (2), and for the nine devices measured, an
average value of μ = 7.5 × 10−5 cm2 /Vs is obtained.
Diodes with the device structure ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT/LiF/Al
and P3HT layer thickness d ≈ 1.3 μm were used for ToF measurements. A square shaped voltage pulse with amplitude 5 V was
applied in reverse bias. Charge carriers were generated through the
semi-transparent top contact, using a Nd:YAG laser (Quantel Ultra)
at 532 nm. Due to the applied voltage, electrons are immediately
extracted at the semi-transparent top contact, where the generation takes place, and holes are transported through the active layer
and extracted at the ITO/PEDOT:PSS anode. A uniform potential
drop over the active layer was ensured by dark CELIV measurements showing no equilibrium charge carriers present in the active
layer; see Fig. S1 of the supplementary material. A measured ToFtransient is plotted in Fig. 3(a). A kink in the transient appears
when the first holes arrive at the anode. The transit time was determined from the time the current transient has reached half of the
plateau value of the transient; this gives an average mobility value
for the holes moving through the active layer. The determination of
t tr is demonstrated in Fig. 3(b), where the ToF transient has been
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FIG. 2. Example of one of the measured DI-SCLC transients. The amplitude of
the square pulse is 5 V. The initial peak is the RC response of the circuit, and the
following cusp in the current transient, at roughly 35 μs, corresponds to the time
τ DI when the first carriers arrive at the opposite contact.

plotted on the log–log scale in order to determine the kink and the
plateau value more clearly. The mobility was calculated using Eq. (3),
and the average mobility obtained from the ToF-measurements
was 9.5 × 10−5 cm2 /Vs.

FIG. 3. A measured ToF-transient is shown in (a). A log–log plot of the same transient is shown in (b) for a more accurate determination of t tr at the point where the
current reaches half of its plateau value.
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FIG. 4. In red, a photo-CELIV transient for one of the measured devices is shown,
and in black, a CELIV transient with the same measurement parameters is shown,
but with the laser light off. The extraction current in the dark, consisting of diffused
carriers from the contacts caused by the applied V OFF , is much smaller than the
extraction current of photogenerated carriers. In the measurement, A = 4 V/20 μs,
V OFF = 1 V, and t del = 20 μs. The mobility is calculated from the time the current
reaches its maximum value at t max , as indicated in the graph.

For photo-CELIV measurements, the same device structure as
for ToF was used, but with a thinner active layer, d ≈ 220 nm. An
example of a measured transient is shown in Fig. 4. The voltage rise
speed was set to A = 4 V/20 μs, the steady-state offset voltage was set
to V OFF = 1 V, and the delay between the light pulse and the voltage
pulse was set to t del = 20 μs. The mobility is calculated from the time
the current transient reaches its maximum using Eqs. (4) and (5),
where a uniform generation profile is assumed. Under this assumption, the mobility of the faster charge carrier is measured using the
photo-CELIV technique, in this case the holes. The average mobility obtained is 9.1 × 10−5 cm2 /Vs for the nine devices that were
measured.
The same ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT/LiF/Al diodes as measured
with photo-CELIV were used for MIM-CELIV measurements. Typical current transients are shown in Fig. 5(a) for a few different offset
voltages V OFF . The voltage rise speed is A = 4 V/20 μs in the measurement. Equation (6) is used to determine the hole mobility μp from
−2
the slope of the linear fit in Fig. 5(b), where tmax
vs V OFF is plotted.
It should be noted that at higher V OFF , approaching V bi , the effect
of injected current becomes significant and the MIM-CELIV analysis is not valid in this regime; this is seen as a deviation from the
linear fit in Fig. 5(b). The effective built-in potential in the bulk of
the active layer can be determined from the point where the extrapolation of the linear fit in Fig. 5(b) crosses the horizontal axis. It is
good to check that a reasonable V bi is required in order to ensure
the validity of the analysis. We get V bi = 1.18 V, which is reasonable
considering the work function difference between the contacts. The
ITO/PEDOT:PSS anode has a work function of roughly 5 eV,29 and
the LiF layer is known to lower the work function of Al well below
4 eV.30 The average mobility for the nine devices measured using
MIM-CELIV is 4.8 × 10−5 cm2 /Vs.
A summary of the measured mobilities for each device and each
method is shown in Table I including the average mobility with
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FIG. 5. Measured extraction current transients for various applied V OFF values
using the MIM-CELIV method are shown in (a). In (b), the inverse square of t max
is plotted as a function of V OFF . A linear fit to the V OFF values between 0.6 V and
0.95 V (the valid MIM-CELIV regime) is indicated by the red dashed line, and μp is
calculated from the slope of the linear fit.

standard deviation for each method. Nine devices were measured
for each method, and by comparing the obtained average mobilities, it can be seen that there is roughly a factor of two difference
between the method giving the highest average mobility, ToF, and
the method giving the lowest average mobility, MIM-CELIV. By
analyzing the individual statistics for each method, it is seen that
the standard deviation is less than a factor of two for all methods
and the percentage error is largest for SCLC and MIM-CELIV. The
difference between the minimum and maximum mobility obtained
is also largest for these two methods; there is a factor of four difference between the highest and the lowest mobility value obtained
using the SCLC method, whereas the corresponding difference for
MIM-CELIV is roughly a factor of five. For the other methods, the
obtained mobility values fluctuate within roughly a factor of two or
less for all nine devices.
As previously mentioned, a similar electric field has been
applied in the measurements for the different techniques. Only a
weak field dependence of the mobility has been reported previously
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TABLE I. The mobility value for each of the nine devices as measured for each method. The average mobility for each method
and the standard deviation from the average value are shown at the bottom of the table.

SCLC
DI
ToF
Photo-CELIV MIM-CELIV
(10−5 cm2 /Vs) (10−5 cm2 /Vs) (10−5 cm2 /Vs) (10−5 cm 2 /Vs) (10−5 cm2 /Vs)

Average μ
Standard deviation

3.6
5.7
5.7
10.0
8.0
2.5
5.5
8.2
5.0

7.5
6.1
6.0
5.4
7.1
9.3
7.3
8.6
10.1

9.6
8.3
8.7
9.6
8.9
11.0
7.4
12.0
10.3

11.3
8.9
10.8
9.6
8.1
8.8
8.0
7.1
9.5

5.7
2.8
4.0
6.2
4.0
4.2
1.6
8.2
6.5

6.0
2.4

7.5
1.6

9.5
1.4

9.1
1.4

4.8
2.0

for P3HT, and therefore, we do not find it necessary to consider the
small variations in the applied field in this comparison.28 However,
using DI-SCLC and ToF, it is straightforward to vary the applied
field in order to confirm the validity of this assumption. As shown in
Fig. S2, the mobility is constant in the measured field range.
The methods using photogenerated carriers for measuring the
mobility (ToF and photo-CELIV) gives slightly higher values than
the other methods, where dark carriers are measured. Since photogenerated carriers can be generated at higher energy in the density
of states, these, so-called, hot carriers can have an initially higher
mobility than the carriers generated at lower energy in the density of states. These measurements are performed on relatively long
time scales, where this effect becomes less dominating; however, the
mobility summary indicates that hot carriers could slightly affect the
determined mobility.31 Le Corre et al. have argued that the mobility measured at relatively long time scales (both in the dark and
using photogeneration) is relevant for the charge carrier extraction in organic solar cell devices.32 In general, the mobility values
reported here are slightly lower than those normally reported for
P3HT;28,33 the difference can, however, be explained by the rather
low regioregularity of the polymer in this batch.34
It is important to acknowledge that the large difference in thickness between the thick samples for steady-state SCLC, transient DISCLC, and ToF compared to the thin samples for photo-CELIV and
MIM-CELIV could affect the mobility of the P3HT layer. Spin speed
and concentration of the P3HT solution are factors that can affect
the morphology and consequently the mobility of the layer. However, based on our results, there does not seem to be a drastic effect
of film thickness on the mobility. The average ToF mobility measured on thick devices is very close to the mobility measured in thin
devices by photo-CELIV, both relying on the photogeneration of
charge-carriers. The other methods, measured in the dark, also come
relatively close to each other when comparing absolute mobility values, and as expected, the MIM-CELIV method measuring relaxed
carriers results in lower mobility values than the methods based
on SCLC theory. Additionally, the CELIV transients (in the dark)
plotted in Fig. S1 of the supplementary material confirm that both
the thick and the thin samples have a low intrinsic conductivity.
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The Mott–Gurney law, where a trap-free semiconductor and
uniform mobility is assumed for the space-charge limited current,
was used for fitting the SCLC data. In Fig. 1, the measured current
slope approaches a slightly larger value than two instead of exactly
two, as predicted by Eq. (1). This makes the fitting process more
difficult and can be one source of a comparatively large standard
deviation in the SCLC data. This also indicates that the assumptions
in Eq. (1) are not entirely true, which can be the case in disordered
low mobility materials such as P3HT.35
For ToF and photo-CELIV, it is important to consider the
absorption and generation profile in the active layer when designing devices and performing the experiments. The factor αd, where α
is the absorption coefficient from the Beer–Lambert law, is a decent
measure on distinguishing between surface and volume generation.
For αd < 1, volume generation can be assumed and αd > 10 can
be considered as surface generation.27 In the ToF measurements,
we have αd ≈ 10, which is fine for assuming surface generation.
In the photo-CELIV measurements, αd ≈ 2, which lies somewhere
between the two extremes of surface and volume generation. The
very commonly used equations for volume generation as suggested
by Lorrmann et al.,26 Eqs. (4) and (5), have been used here as
an approximation; however, the assumption of volume generation
might underestimate the actual mobility due to the relatively high
αd value of the film. Determining mobility by taking into account
the actual absorption profile has been derived by Juška et al.27 in the
case of Langevin recombination; however, this is not valid for P3HT
since recombination is reduced.36,37
Photo-CELIV and MIM-CELIV were measured on thinner
devices, which means that the capacitance is higher, and therefore,
the RC time constant might affect the measurements since t max needs
to be much larger than τ RC for the analysis to be valid. In the CELIV
measurements, τ RC ≈ 0.025 μs, which is roughly two orders of magnitude shorter than the obtained t max of a few μs for both photo-CELIV
and MIM-CELIV. In other words, t max ≫ τ RC and the mobility
values are not affected by the RC time constant.
The new MIM-CELIV method gives a mobility value that is
slightly lower, but still in good agreement with the other methods.
The standard deviation is fairly large, which might be caused by the
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fact that the current maxima are hard to read since only charges diffusing into the active layer are measured; see Fig. 5(a). Obviously,
depending on the injection barriers at the contacts, the maxima
might be easier or more difficult to read in other device architectures.
Previously, the reliability of charge carrier mobility measurements has been questioned and investigated, as absolute values have
been shown to vary depending on the lab and the researcher conducting the measurements.11 The results shown in this paper are
based on data collected during a course for master’s and doctoral
students at Åbo Akademi University. The measurements are performed on devices that were manufactured in the same lab by the
same person using an identical manufacturing protocol. However,
students participating in the course carried out the measurements
and most of the data analysis. The relatively small variations between
devices and methods, as shown in Table I, underline the importance of considering the underlying assumptions and restrictions for
each method in the device manufacturing for achieving comparable
absolute mobility values.
The MIM-CELIV method is well suited for rather thin devices,
which is often the case in organic solar cells. It has the advantage of selectively measuring the mobility by tuning the contact
properties. However, it should be mentioned that there are also
other techniques to consider for mobility determination of rather
thin devices. Examples of these are resistance dependent photovoltage, RPV,25 where photogenerated carriers are measured, and MISCELIV,38 based on SCL extraction currents in a metal-insulatorsemiconductor (MIS) structure, where a thin insulating layer is
required to build up a charge reservoir. The RPV method can be
a relevant option especially for its ability to measure the mobility of
both carriers simultaneously.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The results show that there is roughly a factor of two difference
in the absolute mobility values for the different methods that were
used, and the standard deviation is also fairly large for some of the
methods. This underlines the importance of statistics for reliable and
accurate mobility measurements. Furthermore, the results show that
measuring absolute mobility values and comparing different mobilities acquired using different methods are not meaningful to a higher
accuracy than a factor of two at its best.
The MIM-CELIV method gives the lowest mobility values
among the different methods used. The measurements based on
photogenerated charge carriers give the highest mobility values, and
the ones based on space-charge limited current theory result in values in between these two. The new MIM-CELIV method compares
well with the commonly used characterization techniques tested.
Based on this study, we see a large potential for the new MIMCELIV method, for example, for solar cell characterization with the
advantages of selective mobility determination by tuning contact
properties and determination of the built-in potential.
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Präzisions Glas & Optik GmbH) with a spin-coated poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) layer
(1.0 wt. % in H2 O from Sigma-Aldrich) was used as the hole injecting anode in all devices used in this study. Half of the ITO glass
substrates were masked with tape and etched in HCl (37%–38%) for
40 min. The ITO substrates were cleaned in a 5:1:1 blend of deionized water, H2 O2 , and NH3 in an ultrasonication bath at 60 ○ C for
30 min. The substrates were blown dry with N2 gas before spincoating of PEDOT:PSS. The PEDOT:PSS solution was filtered with a
1.2 μm glass microfiber filter and spin-coated at 5000 rpm (acceleration 2500 rpm/s) for 45 s. The film was wiped off from the ITO free
part of the substrate and annealed at 120 ○ C for 10 min. The rest of
the device fabrication took part inside a nitrogen filled glovebox.
For SCLC, DI-SCLC, and ToF measurements, a thicker active
layer of P3HT was spin-coated from a 70 mg/ml solution in
chlorobenzene at 400 rpm (acceleration 400 rpm/s) for 30 s followed
by 700 rpm (acceleration 700 rpm/s) for 60 s. For photo-CELIV and
MIM-CELIV measurements, a thinner active layer was spin-coated
from a 30 mg/ml solution by dynamic spin-coating for 60 s at 1000
rpm. All P3HT films were annealed at 120 ○ C for 10 min.
The top contact was thermally evaporated with approximately
a 4 mm2 overlap with the anode, defining the device area. For
SCLC and DI-SCLC, a 60 nm thick Ag contact was used. For ToF,
photo-CELIV, and MIM-CELIV, 0.8 nm LiF followed by 30 nm
Al was evaporated in order to form a semi-transparent top contact. The active layer thicknesses were measured by atomic force
microscopy and were roughly 1.3 μm for SCLC, DI-SCLC, and
ToF measurements and 220 nm for photo-CELIV and MIM-CELIV
measurements.
In total, nine devices (three samples and three pixels on each
sample) were measured by each technique. Samples for each technique were fabricated in the same batch in order to avoid any batch
to batch variations.
Measurements were performed at room temperature in vacuum (≈10−5 mbar) by mounting the sample in a vacuum cryostat.
Measurements were controlled from a computer using a LabVIEW
program. For steady-state SCLC, a Keithley 2636 source meter was
used for applying the voltage and recording the current. In transient
DI-SCLC, ToF, and CELIV measurements, a pulse generator (SRS
model DG 535) and a function generator (SRS model DS345) were
used for generating the transient voltage pulse and an oscilloscope
(Tektronix TDS 680B) was used for recording the transient current
signal.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See the supplementary material for a discussion on the conductivity of the samples, including CELIV transients in the dark, and the
field dependence of the mobility.
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